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thorough in his analysis of t~1e (US) engineering market.
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In r::'he Cver-

Educated llraeric2.ll( -o-p. 112-117) he S1l."'il.T'Jarizes tl:e results of his extensive studies of the engineering r:larlcet.

}~e

has determined tl:at a classj.c

coh-reb model of su-p:ply of, and derand for engi::',eeJ:'ing gr2.du.ates

C0StS

describes the (u~) market. He also notes that choice of field in engineering is important !lin ,ietermining labor 8arl:et success ll (salary, etc.)
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,..;here iIl-r .. is the utili t;T derived from entering the k::h de:?art2ent
J.""'_j

Ie is a vector of characteristics of tl:e :dh department com:mon
k

to all stu_dents (ehcl2'acteristics of a de:;,artc.ent comnon to all
'~he

T(1
..;.v

ex-pected outcones of choosin,s; the de:;:artr..:e:::t

i:r is a vector of stUdent characteristics

vidual
Let

lIS

:r

::l~less

Lu~iQue

otlwX"..rise

to the indi-

2..nd de-partment i.
examine tl1ese ~'ecto:.'s

;onents nigl-lt include. ·,;-r.2..t are

-:1]1.-

2nd Ie.

l~r

~:r:.e ~ertirle!1-t

a r3_e-;JC'.x-tment? One 'hasic charac"':eristic

COIT.l0n

to see - . :tat t::eir com-

chClracteristics COI:1..iJon to
to all s-~u5_ents is tIle

:nar-

not directly interested in the G.encmd for those ,i[:o choose a -,carticular
Qc};a:rtnent, 1:iJ.t tl:e

r--,;slJ.l ts

of

't;l~e

ticular clepartL1ent ,,;ill lead to

dern2..l1d:

ce::'t2~in

COrnr:lon s8~lary

conrrron

tJ~:;es

sc>~e{iules,

com.-

of jobs \·ritll simi12x

job attri-:"l.ltes: \'Torl:ing l::.ours, l:!o::l\:i:l:S conditions, job sit~j-,:.tion ( rural/
ur-::an). '?tc. Gne department way lead to jobs ':Thich :rec:c1.1ire L'1t'2raction
Ilith people, a second may lead. to isolated field \TorI: in
dents rJ.o:1ing to enter a yartic111ar de.u3. rtnent :nay

~'ace

t~,e

north. Stu-

COffiJ:l0n admissions

requirenents and tuition scales. J:)erartment and field rel!u-'cation 'tlill be
COITIrJon to 2.11 students \vho choose -the SEtllle cle~~art::i.ent. t'o:.::- instance, all
t,~;·:J.ents

in a de'partnent \.;hich is loo:.::ed upon as attracting second rate

students. ,·jill ::)9 btlrdened '.Ii tIl that stigr:la. Students in the same depart[lent .c>ace the same uncertainty and lack: of

i11fo~,!:;ation

aCOtlt .i\l't:lre de-

Dand scl,edules, changes in curricw.1JIfl, or professors.
:2ven though these characteristics are common to all studen.ts vrho
choose a particular department, t'r.e value attached to each attribute may
var-;i from stucJ.ent to stuctent. Consider, for exa.raple, t"lQ potential ::hysics
-;;t·:L.C;j!;·'.ts, one a nath-"l-rhiz, the other a pre-Calc drop-out. Jotl:::ace some
comrJon demand cur"e for lhysics najors, out the math-i,rhiz has a ImJ.ch
higher ex:::,:ectecl salary than tl:e drop-out because of aptitude differences
unique to each individual. Emrever, it may be the,t Ilersonal interest
parameters unique to the individuals 'lill f.1.ean tt.at tLe p:ce-Calc dropout ,'!ill attach a

ver:r

different val-tJ.e to eX:;2cted s2.1ary t;-aL the

:,al<cn into account t tll.e Dath-\'lhiz may end up in

::?~e!1ch,

the

dro~;-out

in

=::hysics Decause of different '.·[eightings of ':'n.di vid'..1al interest ch2..::'acter•
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~sv~cs.

Let us examine Bore thorougl11y tIle incliviciual stu.dent to see rtO\v

nings. Em·rever t Decause of individual tred ts, tl:e

Ti1ay hc,.;ve, for eX2.J.'-:rple. a

gTe~ter

need :or Boney

d':'scou~"t

l~C~,I ~~h2.Jl

i.'ate 1.1.sed to

do otl1.er3 \. tlle~r

T~:a:l 11a'\re little '. .real ~:~, :' G supportir..g ra~ilies, cuJ"inb' ~:ouses. etc.).

t~_:.ations.

[~t~e

C":J.18.1it:v of i!llor:2..tion

~
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.:~actor,

l\.bility or apti-tude is another

a f1.lnction of L'1lor-

'h"".iQue to -tree irlc;'ividual,
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1:,?ill affect choice ....-icili ty C2"n be ooth an absolute cal'rier - a

Dings

and employment.

l~n

atle stuc1,-E:nt can

~x~ect to COTJ:12.nd a

high

salary even if the der-:w1d d::-ops d::c1.stically iYl his field. 1.\. less 2.,[-le
student ,lill 'send to te t'be last hired, tl:.e fi:::'st fired, etc. and he i{ill
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have a 10,\'; eX'Pecterl salary. A poorer student must also

that 'be may '8e unable to ,:ret a degree - a tremendous -,!aste of

the fact

•

.j.

~nvesu-

Dent in time and noney. Also, a less able student ::lay have to put nore

such as supporting a family.
Tastes and rceferences ivill '.'ary from stuc.ent -Co stue,ent. Stud.ents \vill Hish to choose progra-:J1les 'tThich interest tl:em and '.iLic:l 2.re
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relevant to '!:hem. Therefore, student l;ackground ':Jill influence choice;
students Day choose a deyartnent ceca'.lse of various 110cc,ies they have
purs·ued, c2.asses they nave

:~aken,

relatives they have in

particlllar

2..

-i'ield, etc. -=ach student '.vill prefer different f1.'turo job conditions.

t~e

it leads to

soli tt'tde of .lesigning 28,chine tools.
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sure.
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~herefore,
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a yector of
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f

all j
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stu-

y
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is a vector of all non-measurable
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for all j
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If on.e looks at the left sic.e of tl'_e eCL,-,ation (3d~, one can see the
.
,
}~eater th.e ~1!ositi~lG) difference inli. tilit~r dlle to ::leasl.:recL att.ricutes,
tLe greater the ::robabili t;y

individual ",rill choose major i. r:.'he rro-

2..'1.

'ha1::ili ty a studen.t ',rill choose d'c}Jsrtnent i is
.Lor a.i... J" 1=I
.t'

If

i.:le

aSS1.1.Oe
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=

that
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flect a relative aptitude for ]hysics (compared to S:r."leech).
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is a erector of ,,;ei,c;htbgs that -the student :-:;laces on 82,-,ch field

a~tri1:ute.
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st"J.dent y.'2..ndomly f:::'om the uopulation of all stuu.ents, recordi:1.g his attri·butes. and. his actual choice of

de~)2Xtrent.

A sa.'il~;le i.s o"otained "cy per-

forming;this trisl ~\T inc1ependen.t tir:les. Fur-t:cer sup?ose that the nt1.J.":lber of

vi::'uo.l attrio.:.tes is 10.r0 e. Let S, be the r..u."!lCer of stu.dents '.Tith "cl:e same
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gi 'Fe an e::a.rn'Ple '::here tllis asml.n.ption is :L-;;p1ausi ble, con-

sieer indivicluals tiTho have the cl:oice bet'\!een '";:,2dc,-g cars to '.:ork or
tald:J.g a yellm! cab. SUf)pose 2/3 of them choose to~al;:2 cars. 1:01{ SU'Ppose there i'rere the additional alternative of -ta.};dng a red. cab. ':2he L"'1de)endence of irre 1ev8.."'1t al tpr::la tiyes '11Ou1d iD.ply that they \Vould only
choose to take their cars 1/2 of the time - hardly plausible. Cne vlOuld
eXf)cct that t},e individuals iwuld still take ca:;,:'s
s?lit the other

1/3 bet':.;'e:': tl:e

h·iO

2/;;

of the "uime ::::nd

cabs. The ll1.dividuals scoccld lurrrp

the cab o-ptio::1s tOGether in making the cc:.r-cab choice. 'TIle individuals
·. . ·iJ.l

::,o~;

U.iSti.l1guish be-tl"een the

hIO

cab options. It is clear that this

10f':it model should only be used \'lhere the alternatives
can

ce

-plausibly Heighed independently by all students.
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are distinct 8nd

ii-1
General Zngi!1eering at tXle lJnivprsi t:y of :,iaterloo

I ~'TI s-pecifically illterested in the ':le~artIJent c?J.oiccs of General
~l1g'!_l1eering stuclcnts

2.t the Universi t;y of ',T"cterloo over t1',8 years 197'2-

1979.
r,Jenera1·S".-"
" "J.s an e lJ."t.e,
J . ·.:agnJ.Y
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.;:".ugJ.neer~ng
com!;lG .J.."+."
v~ JJ. ve, l.:U
, ,~' y-ear co-

ouerati ve programme; o::11y the

1;8 st

students are acce1Jted into t}:is .?ro-

,;-r8.L":1llle. Over the ;rears. the Quali t:r of the students L"1. the 1Jrograrr'J.1"1le has
skvrocketed. About SuO students enter General -:ngineering each year ( fe\Ier L'1 earlier years).
The co-o',:::erati ve system is a -prograu'JI!':e Hhere students go to school

. til.e field 1·.rhicl:
then \·rorlc a ·'Jerm l.D

for one

~

c:.:r. e nost interes-
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22:'00
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n(:;eriJ:l;;

coraing onto the marl-:et. Since Z"'l.ost of the st--<...lder:ts \·.rill

S:::ld uu l,.;or:::L,:';' for one of their co-o:;; emnloyers for
get good stu,::'ents. industry BUst =ec::"cl.i t

t}~.e

-::~'eir

first jobs, to

stu6.ents ",,:hil,? t:cey 2"re

still in school. fI'here a"re about three tises as r::a:ny jo-:':s offered as
t}:ere are stuc:ents to fill the::'.; a fi:rm !l!tlst i.lalce

n.ttT8.(cti~Te

job c:J.nd

sa2.ar:r offers if it ",I8.,'1ts to ol)tc.in any of tl:ese stwlents.

_2e~

~sscntially

tion is very 10w(US61.70 + :,~~88.00/ccurse)/semester); students li78 fairly conli'ortably ,"hile going to school.
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Empirical Work*
To elicit the factors which students found to be the most important determinants of choice of department, a questionnaire was given to
all first year General Engineering classes (see Appendix for a summary
of the responses).

The questionnaire was also designed to determine the

degree of knowledge students had about the various market conditions.
Another survey of General Engineering students was made in 1979.
From this study the attribute profiles of the prototypical Civil, Electrical and Mechanical students can be drawn.

Unfortunately, it was

not possible, particularly, to take advantage of this study.
because it was not possible to obtain many measures of
characteristics of the student.

~he

This is

individual

Only grade 13 course and grade infor-

mation, and university course, grade and rank information were available.

Other information was unavailable because confidentiality laws

restricted access and because much of the data have never been systematically collected.
aptitude for a field

~

Still some attributes - relative interest and
can be measured.

Various measures of relative aptitude for a field were considered.
Among those originally examined were: grade 13 final average, math average, math-science average and first year General Engineering average,
and first year rank.

Eventually, math average, year one average and

rank were selected for detailed examination.
into classes (see Table 3, Table

4).

Students were broken down

Students were classified, for e-

xample, as having a very high, high, medium or low math average.

For

each of these measures, a high classification would reflect a relative
aptitude for the more math-science oriented fields, especially electrical engineering.

To put it in another way, a low classification may

reflect a lack of aptitude for the more mathematical fields.

At this

time, it should be noted that a high math average may reflect a completely different aptitude for Electrical (relative to Civil) than for Mechanical (relative to Civil).

A high math average will reflect a much

higher aptitude for Electrical(over Civil) than for Me;hanical (over

*The

student data are from the Student Record File.

These data contain

the records of all students who ever entered engineering at the University
of Waterloo.

Unfortunately, there are gaps in the data - sometimes grades

were not recorded because (for example) the student had already been
accepted.
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Civil) •
Other measures reflecting a relative interest in several areas
were constructed.

A broad programme of study in high school should re-

flect a relative interest in Civil Engineering.

The measures of breadth

of interest constructed were the ratios on non-math-science-tech grades
to math-science grades and to only math-grades (discarded later).

A high

ratio, ie. relatively high grades in courses other than math and science,
can be viewed as reflecting an interest in areas other than strictly
mathematics.

A high ratio could reflect a relative interest in and ap-

titude for Civil Engineering - a field which requi.Tes an individual to
master a wide variety of very different skills.

Conversely, a very low

ratio would reflect a high concentration of interests in a few areas
which would lead the student to Electrical Engineering.

Another measure

- a dummy variable which is 1 if a student took only maths, sciences and
techs, and which was 0 otherwise was constructed.

A 1 would reflect ve-

ry narrow interests and would reflect a relative lack of interest in
Civil Engineering.
There were several problems with the measures.
high school grade inflation.

One problem was

(Please see Appendix 4 for a detailed des-

cription of the problem and for attempts to correct for it.)
problem is grading in General Engineering.

Another

There has been grade deflation

in this programme; the quality of student has gone up far faster than
the grade.

The standard (see Table 2) has fluctuated over the years; at

least two obvious sharp changes in the grading standard can be discerned.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to correct for these problems.

For this reason, first year rank may be a more reliable measure of aptitude.

Although it does not reflect the increasing quality of the stu-

dents over the years, rank is still a consistent measure.
A final problem is that the
take have changed over the years.
quired to take English.

co~ses

high school students have had to

After 1972, students were no longer re-

As time has passed, it has become more accep-

table to take only mathematics and sciences in grade 13.

To the extent

that students with only math-science interests tended to enter one department, bias is introduced in the ratio of non-math-science-tech to
math-science.

In the later years, the pertinent sample of students -

those who took courses other than math and science would be biased toward

,
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RESULTS
The results (see Table 5) of the analysis were very interesting.
To put it bluntly, the fluctuation in the relative job markets explain
most of the
Engineering.

variation.~inJ.the

probability a student will enter Civil

The degree of explanation was surprisingly high (R~. 6

consistently) as were the large sizes of the coefftcients.

As is re-

flected in the answers to the questionnaire on factors influencing
choice of departmen, students are extremely sensitive to the relative
job markets.

Students respond very quickly to changes in the market.

The best explanation of choice of department occurred when a weighting
of 2:1 was used.
weight

(If a student entered General Engineering in 1975, a

of .67 '

placed on the market data for 1975 and a weight of

.33
placed on the data for 1974 best explained his choice.)
year averages of any sort decreased the degree of explanation.

Three

Students are especially sensitive to the relative numbers of jobs
in a field.

The'more jobs per student in one field relative to a se-

cond, the more likely a student will enter the first field.

In 1979,

there were over two more jobs per student in Mechanical Engineeri", than
in Civil Engineering.
sion

2~

The probability was .69 (.70 estimated by regres-

Table 5) that a student choosing between Civil and Mechanical

would choose Mechanical.

Given the same distribution of individual

student characteristics, if there had been as many jobs per Civil student as Mechanical, approximately 52% of the students would have chosen Civil. Similarly, instead of 69% of the students choosi:ng Electrical (74% predicted) instead of Civil, if the job conditions were
equal in the two fields, 48% would have chosen Civil.

Grouping the

three department options together, instead of 19% choosing Civil, 41%
Electrical and 41% Mechanical, 34% would have chosen Civil, 31% Mechanical and 36% Electrical if the market conditions had been equal. The
estimated coefficients for the variables measuring the relative numbers of jobs were very large (and conSistently significant at the .005
level) and, as expected, similar - BCE ,NJSP=.60, BCM,NJSP= .55. At
the means, the elasticity of the probability a student will chose Civil
with respect to NJSP is very low.

This is not surprising as the means

are very close to 0; a doubling in the relative numbers of jobs is trivial - few students would be influence:~,enough to change their choices
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of departments.

However,

(12) Epc,NJSp=(1-PC)(BNJSP )(NJSP)
where PC = probability that a student chooses Civil = (1+e- BiXi )-1
BNJSP= estimated coefficient of NJSP
clearly increases quickly as the relative difference in numbers of jobs
increases.

If there were 1.5 fewer jobs per Civil student than Zlectri-

calor Mechanical student, using the means of the other variables, the
respective elasticities would be approximately -.47 and -.371.

As should

be expected EpC,NJSP2:1 - the elasticity for the 2:1 weighted average is even greater; if there were 1.5 fewer jobs/Civil student than for EE
or ME, then the elasticities would be -.66 and -.56 respectively.
Relative job security (chances of being unemployed or underemployed)
as measured by the difference in fraction of students unplace, was almost as significant as relative numbers of jobs in explaining the changes
in the probability a student would choose Civil Engineering.

The smaller

the fraction of students unplaced in field 1 relative to field 2, the
greater the probability a student will choose field 1.

The estimated

coefficients of NUSP were consistently large and significant at the .005
level - BCE,NUSP=6.43, BCM,NUSP= 6.66. ~C,NUSP' although relatively
high, appears to be somewhat lower than ~C,NJSP' If there were .06
more Civil students unplaced/Civil student than there were in eitherElectrical or Mechanical Engineering, then the elasticities would be -.26
and -.24 respectively.

As the two job measures reflect almost the same

characteristics the two measures are highly correlated.

NUSP becomes

completely inSignificant and its estimated coefficient completely meaningless when it is placed in the same equation as NJSP.
As the answers to the questionnaire on factors influencing choice
of department lead us to believe, starting salary is a very unimportant
factor in determini

which department a student chooses.

appear to be overly concerned with salary.
included
------ in any - of the equations containing

Students do

When starting salary

~:measures

i~

of the job mar-------,

ket, it is always insignificant and its estimated coefficient is very

-----

small. When job measures are not incorporated into the same equation
as starting salary, its estimated coefficients are significant (at the
.025 level) and positive.
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The estimated coefficient of co-op salary is always insignificant.
The most likely reason for this lack of significance is that co-op
salary is measured in weekly statistics; the classic numerical analysis problems of subtracting nearly equal numbers and significant digits
(rounding can effectively disguise a $100/year salary difference)
make this variable a useless measure.
Individual characteristics unique to a student were also very impnrtant factors in determining the probability a student would enter
Civil Engineering.

Students found relative aptitude for a field - as

measured by first year rank - to be an extremely important factor in
their choice.

Students with a high rank - reflecting an aptitude for

Electrical Engineering - were much less ,likely than students with a
low rank to choose Civil Engineering.

Assuming equal job market con-

ditions in EE and CE, a student with a high rank would enter EE with
probability .59; a student with a low rank would choose EE with probability .45.

The estimated coefficient of rank is very large in the

Electrical equations (around .195) and it is significant at the .005
level.

The elasticity of the probability a student will enter Civil

with respect to rank is

Jtlode:tate~,the

elastiCity at the means is - .15.

As expected the estimated coefficient of rank in the MeChanical
equations is Significantly lower than that~n the~lectrical equations.
One can apply the standard Chow test to the coefficients of rank in the
two equations to test the hypothesis that they are equal.

The null

hypotheSiS that the coefficients in the Mechanical and Electrical equations are equal can be rejected at the .005 level (calculated F
= ~1~qS.

of

This is. what one would axpect - a hj'$h.: rarik indicates less
an' a.pt~tude for,-Mechanical (relative to Civil) than for Electrical

(relative_to Ciyil).

To eompensate for the different scaling, the co-

efficient of rank in the Mechanical equations should be smaller.

The

estimated coefficient of rank in the Mechanical equations is still
positive - about .12 - and significant at the .01 level.

Rank (

has a large effect on the probability a student will choose Mechanical
Engineering.

Given equal job market conditions in the two fields, a

student with a high rank will choose ME with probability .53, a student with a low rank well choose Civil with probability .56.
timated elasticity mf the

pr~bability

a

randorr~y

The es-

selected student will
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choose Civil with respect to rank is rataer low in the Mechanical
- hovering around .10.

e~uation

If the three department options are grouped together, given

e~ual

job markets, a randomly selected student with a high rank will choose
EE with proba.bility .40, ME with probability .32,and CE with probability
.28.

An individual with a low rank would be expected to choose CE with

probability .38, EE with probability .31 and ME with probability .30.
First year General Engineering average was not as good a measure
of

aptitude as rank.

rela~ive

There was too much noise in the mea-

sure - grade deflation, changing grade scales, etc. which could not be
fil tered out.
The high school grade measures were disappointing as well.
there was an attempt

Although

to correct for grade inflation, it appears that

it was largely unsuccessful.

Especially disappointing was the lack of

significance of math grade.

It was hypothesized that a high math grade

would indicate a relative aptitude for Electrical (as compared to Civil)
Engineering.

If this

~

a good measure of relative aptitude, it

could be useful in determining admissions policies.

Unfortunately, un-

doubtedly due to the problems with grade inflation, math grade was
largely inSignificant.

The estimated coefficient of math grade was com-

pletely inSignificant in the mechanical regression e~uations (t ~.4)
and was only marginally significant in the electrical

e~uations.

The estimated coefficient of the ratio of the non-math-science-tech
gr.'t<illes to math-science grades, measuring the relative degree of interest
(or lack thereof) in Civil Engineering was highly Significant in the Electrical regression
~uations.

ratio.

e~uations,

but insignificant in the Mechanical e-

The problem of grade inflation is washed out by taking the

Students with high ratios reflecting a relative interest in

the field of Civil Engineering - a field

wnich.re~uires

students to be

skillful in many areas - were much more likely to choose CE than EE - a
field which
e~ual

re~uires

tremendous skills in a very few areas.

Given

job markets, a student with a high ratio will choose Civil with

probability .56; a student with a low ratio will only choose Civil
with

probability

.37. The coefficient of ratio was large (-.397)

and significant at the .005 level.
fairly high t.21).

The elasticity at the means was
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The coefficient of ratio in the Mechanical equation was negative,
as expected, but insignificant.

Since ME does not require the same

narrow specialization as EE, and thus the relative difference in interest between CE and ME reflected in a high ratio is not as great,
this is not surprising.

To test the hypothesis that the two coefficients

were equal, a standard Chow test was applied.

The null hypothesis that

the two coefficients of ratio were equal could be rejected at the .005
level (claculated F =3~1L).

Given equal market conditions, the pro-

bability a student with a high ratio will

anter ME is .47; a randomly

selected student with a low ratio will choose ME ,with probability .52.
The elasticity at the means was fairly low (-.06).

As hypothesized, the estimated

coefficients of the job measures appear to be biased downwards
in both .

the:~Eleotrical

and Mechanical regression equations.

They

are biased downHards because in the late 1970's the sample.of students
was

weighted toward CE and the relative job market for Civil Engineers

was poor.
The results from the other measure of relative interest, ie. the results of the equations ·with the dummy Z, were at first glance surprising.

Z was constructed to be 1 if a student took only math, science

and tech courses, 0 otherwise.

In both the Mechanical and Electrical

equations, the estimated coefficient of Z was negative, as expected.
However, the estimated coefficient of Z in the Mechanical regression
equation was more significant and larger than the estimated coefficient
of Z in the Electrical equation.

This result, I believe, occurs be-

cause students who tend to enter Mechanical are more likely to branch
out into the tech courses for a sixth or seventh grade 13 course.

The

null hypothesis that the two coefficients were equal could be rejected
at the .01 level.

A student with a "broad" :high school course load,

could be expected to choose CE with probability .35, EE with probability
.35 and ME with probability .29.

Assuming equal market conditions, a

student with a l'narrow" course load will choose CE with probability .J1,
ME with probability .J2

~nd

EE with probability .37.
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From the results of this study, it is clear that the relatively
poor market for Civil Engineering graduates has been largely responsible for the decrease in the fraction of students entering Civil Engineering.

Students respond very quickly to changes in the job market.

As a result, the fraction of students entering a particular department
tends to fluctuate wildly.

Five years ago the market for electrical

engineers was poor and .few students chose EE.

Today the poor market

for Civil graduates has created the paradoxical situation where the
fifth year Civil class is the largest of the three classes and the
fourth year class is by far the smallest.

The

al'l.sl~ers -to

the question-

naire on factors influencing choice of department indicate that the situation will not improve much this year.
year class,

~

Students in this year's first

those who intend to enter Civil Engineering believe

strongly that there are fewer job opportunities, lower salaries, less
job security ••• in Civil than in either EE or ME.

Students will not en-

ter CE in much larger numbers until the Civil market improves relative
to the other fields.
What possible policy implications could these findings have? What,
if anything can be done to dampen the tremendously unsettling oscillations
in department choice - oscillations which merely

r~flect

a high degree

of sensitivity on the part of the students to the cyclical nature of the
relative job markets?
drastic should be done.

The first, most basic, conclusion is that nothing
It is clear that the problem is a short-run

phenomenon - it will only last as long as the relatively poor market for
Civil Engineers continues.

If there were as many jobs in CE as in the

other fields, then approximately equal numbers of students would enter
each department.

Therefore, one strategy which should not be adopted

is to have a separate admissions programme for CEo

There are (at least)

two serious reasons why this strategy should not be adopted.

First, ma-

ny students would be forced to make choices between CE and EE or ME before they had a good idea of what the fields were actually like.

To

force students to make uninformed decisions can cause problems.

Also,

if there were separate admissions programmes, by the time the Civil
market were to recover, CE.could easily attract a second-class label;
it might be forced to accept students EE and ME had rejected.
stigma might prove hard to remove.

This
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There are some admissions policies which could be adopted which
would increcse the fraction of students who choose Civil Engineering
without brill§ing any undesirable side effects (such as a stigma or large
class sizes).

It should be noted that students who enter CE tend to have

broader high school backgrounds.

Students who choose Civil Engineering

are more likely to take courses in the Arts and Sdcial Sciences than
students who choose Electrical or Mechanical Engineering.

Grades for

these non-math-science courses tend to be only about .92 of the mathscience grades; students who take a variety of courses will have low€r
overall averages (of perhaps 1-2%) as a consequence.

It may be that

these students should have their lower final grades raised slightly to
compensate for their taking these courses which lower thier average.
An alternative policy (see Appendix 3 for a more detailed description) would be to

~hoose

more students who have relatively high

non-math-sciance-tech/math-science ratios.

If,for example, half the

students who entered General Engineering in 1977 had high ratios, 25%
medium and 25% low ratios, then (for convenie~ce assume all students
took non-math-sc~ence-tech courses) about 2% more students would have
entered Civil than actually did.

Thai is if the class size was 500,

about 10 more students would have chosen Civil.
Another

similar

option would be to accept more students with

broad high school backgrounds.

If, for example, 80% of the students actC'cr", (,;J.:

cepted in 1978 had broad high schoold backgrounds (.

j

,:.~_~" ' -. :. i'

than-math-

science-tech in Grade 13), then approximately an additional one percent
of the student body would choose Civil.

As is evident, changing the

admissions policies would help increase the fraction entering Civil, but
the effect would be minor.

There are many other possible permutations

and combinations of these addmissions options which could be

pur~ued,

but none would have large effects on the numbers entering Civil.

On

the other hand, none of these options, if implemented, would have major undesirable side effects either.
If admissions policies are not a target for policy, but it is desired that the fraction of students entering Civil be increased, then
there are a few options which could be considered.

Students, as mentioned

previously, believe that the market for Civil Engineers is relatively
much worse than the markets for the other two fields.

men the relative

market for Civil engineers finally improves, to speed up the increase
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in numbers choosing CE, students should be exposed as quickly and as
thoroughly as possible to information about the relative market changes.
The more students who believe the market for Civil Engineers is good, the
more students who will choose to enter CEo
Another point which should be noted is that Electrical Engineering
students tend overwhelmingly to be least interested in CE and vice
versa (see Appendix 2).

Civil and Electrical students tend to have very

different interests and aptitudes which keep them out of each other's
fields, probably relatively few EE students would switch to CE if the
relative markets changed (some Electricals may switch to ME and some ME
students to CE).

Therefore,

~t

probably makes more sense to look

at

those students who are now interested in ME and to try to increase these
students' interest in Civil Engineering.
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Summary and Conclusions
The decrease in the fraction of students entering Civil Engineering
is a direct response by the students to a cyclical downturn in the
for Civil Engineers.

~arket

When the market for Civil Engineers improves

RELATIVE to the markets for Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, then
more students will enter Civil Engineering.

Because of the bad market

for Civil graduates, students who would have chosen CE are now entering
the other two departments.

This is reflected, I believe, in the profiles

of the prototypical students (see Appendix 1); one is struck by the similarity between the profiles of those who wanted to enter Civil Engineering and those who were unsure which department they would choose.

Were

most of these students who were undecided, students who would have entered CE but for the job market for Civil Engineers?

Are they unde-

cided because their interests and aptitudes lead them toward Civil
ITngineering - but they are turned away by the market and therefore are
unsure of which department they want to enter?

When the market for Civil

Engineers improves, these and other students will shift quickly back into
Civil; ,engineering students react very quickly and strongly to changes in
the market.
Students appear to be most responsive to numbers of jobs per student
in a field.

Both the answers to the questionnaire on factors influen-

cing choice of department and the regression analysis support the conclusion that this is the most important market factor affecting choice.
The greater the relative number of jobs in a field, the greater the probability a randomly selected student will enter that field.

Students

are only slightly less sensitive to relative job security.

The greater

the relative job security, ie. the smaller the relative fraction of students unplaced, the greater the probability a student will enter that
field.

Engineering students are not nearly as concerned about relative

salary as they are about the relative job market.

Students stated that

salary was not an important factor influencing their choice of department,
and the regreSSion analysis bears this out.

After the effect of the job

market is taken into account salary becomes completely insignificant.
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Civil and Electrical Engineering tend to draw two very different
types of students.

The large majority of students who want to enter

Electrical, are very uninterested in Civil; similarly, most Civil students are not interested in EE.

Mechanical Engineering, it appears,

draws both those students who are also interested in Civil and those
who are interested in Electrical Engineering.

Students who intend to

enter either CE or EE, overwhelmingly would choose ME as their second
choice.

This pattern is seen elsewhere.

St.udents who choose Civil,

for example, have high school averages which are about five points lower than those interested in Electrical; Mechanical grades are spread
over"the two ranges.

A high first year rank indicates a much greater

aptitude for Electrical (compared to Civil) than it does for Mechanical
(relative to Civil).

Similarly, a high ratio of non-math-science-tech

grades to math-science grades, ie.,a

de~onstration

of a command of se-

veral fields, indicates a much greater relative interest and aptitude
for Civil (compared to Electrical) than it does for CE (compared to ME).
In the past few years, the characteristics of the average student
who enters General Engineering has changed somewhat.
tends to have a narrower high school background
ly :::11' maths and sciences than he used to.

The student today,

con~isting

more strict-

More students are taking

th"se courses and a few others (electronics and computer courses) which
may especially stimulate an interest in Electrical Engineering.

Fewer

students who enter General Engineering are taking a wide variety of
courses which would develop an interest in Civil Engineering.
studen~8

also have higher high school

gr~des.

These

To some extent these stu-

dents may be crowding out students who used to enter Civil Engineering,
but who, because they wish to master a wider variety of courses in high
school, have lower grades and are no longer being accepted into the programme.

However, the magnitude of the effects of this demographic shift
..,.h~ J,:r,),~~,-r;?, :.~ ,~"\I.(.~·\

in student population
insignificant.

uporr",~

"

choosES Civil, is almost certainly

The market is primarily responsible.

~hile

waiting for the market for Civil Engineers to im-

prove, it is still possible to increase somewhat the fraction who choose
Civil.

Since in addition to the market conditions, these various in-

dividual characteristics do affect choice of department, it is possible
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to increase the fraction of students who choose Civil Engineering by
changing the admissions policies.

It is possible to reverse the trend

in the type of student being accepted.

A number of possible changes

have been mentioned which would increase the fraction who choose Civil.
It might be possible, for example, to increase the numbers of students
admitted with broad backgrounds of high school study, or to compensate
students for the lower grades they receive in courses other than math
or science (grades in these courses are only .92 the math-science grades).
S~udents

courses.

might be encouraged to take a greater variety of pigh school
Any of these suggestions, if implemented, would increase the

fraction of students which chooses Civil.

Unfort~ately,

the increase

would almost certainly not be very great - perhaps 10-20 students.
Save for the implementation of some of these poliCies, there is little
to do except sit back and wait and hope for an improvement in the market for Civil Engineers.

In the fall of 1979, a survey Vias given to all engineering
freshmen by the engineering counselling services at the University
of '.'fa terloo. From the summary of the results of the survey (the
survey ',Vas confidential and only the summary was available) pr 0files o~ the prototypical Civil, Slectrical, and Mechanical
engineering students can be drawn.
students interested in entering Civil engineering typically
did less well in high school (grade 13 average mark between 75-79~s)
than electrical (80-84%) or mechanical (7 5-895n or Undicided (80-84:~;),
and also felt they would do less well in engineering (about 5;; lower
than either electrical or mechanical students, but about the same as
those students who were undecided.)
Civil students had more general reasons for choosing Civil
engineering ("It suits me ") and 331s had the goal of using their
education as a .. job ticket'''. r';;ore Civil students wanted to b~
generalists - 48;~ - than specialists - 29:~, and a few wanted to go
into pure research-50. Electrical students had specific computer/
electronics interests; 24~;~ wanted to go into electrical engineering
so they could design computers. They had much more specialized
interests (20% wanted to do :pure research, 531'~ wanted to be
specialists, 20% generalists). One third of the mechanical students
had specific machine/tool/auto design interests and 32~~ had the
goal of using mechanical engineering as a "'job ticket'". Mechanicals
preferred specialization - 39% - to generalization -35%. students
who were undecided about which field to enter were interested in
using their degrees as a job ticket -27%. They typically had more
Civil interests - 20% - than electrical - 5~"'0 or, mechanical interests 3% (72% did not know where their interests lay). More of the undecided students were interested in generalization than specialization.
f

The high school background of Civil students reflected their
broader interests. Their best subjects (which correlated highly with
the ones thev were most interested in) were mathematics and the nonmath-science:tech courses: geography, languages, etc. They were very
active in sports/school activities (82%) and had general hobbies. 70%
had no experience with computers and almost none had computer or electronics hobbies.
Slectrical students were best in the math-science-computer~
electronics areas. They had mpre narrow interests--only 67% were
involved in sports/school activities. They had specific computer (8%)
and electronics (30%) hobbies and 50% of the electrical students had
some computer background.
Mechanical students were best in the maths and sciences. 72%
were active in sports/school activities and they had general hobbies.
Those students who were undecided about which department to
choose were best in the maths and non-math-science-tech-courses. They
had "medium sports/activities interes'ts", had general hobbies and had
"very low computer'felectronics interests."

Appendix )...
The questionnaire on factors influencing choice of department was given to each first year General Engineering k-section in early November, 1980 (about six weeks into the semester).

The responses of

those students who completely filled out the questionnaire and met
various validity and consistency checks and

wh0~e

answer sheet were

read correctly by the OPSCAN reading machine were considered.
tal sample of 343 responses were used.

A to-

The following is a partial

summary of the responses.
Of the 343 students whose responses were used, 70 of them intended
to enter Civil (15 had switched to Civil from another field), 129 intended to enter Electrical (11 had switched from another field), 112
intended to enter Mechanical (28 switched from another field) and 32
students were unsure which field they intended to enter (21 had initially preferred ano~her field).

It is interesting to note that there has

been a flow of students who initially preferred Electrical into other
fields (-10 net).

Mechanical (+15) had the greatest inflow of studo.::-.i.cs,

Civil (+2), and Undecided (-7).
Students who intended to enter EE tended to make their firm final
choices much earlier than the other students.

About

70%

had made the

firm decision to enter EE at least one year before they answered the
Only 35% of the students who intended to enter Civil,
and 34% of those interested in Mechanical Engineering had made firm
choices (or claimed to have made firm choices) by that time. This is

questionnaire.

partially the result of the net inflow/outflow of students who had
switched department interests; those who switched to Mechanical or Civil could hardly have made firm final choices more than one year ago.
It is interesting to speculate why students interested in EE made their
choices so much earlier - in Ian Smart's study, ME students made their
choices far before EE or CE students.

Is it because the financial con-

ditions for EE were relatively better a year ago (as they were for ME
two years ago)?

Is it more of a long term phenomena - students are be-

ing attracted to EE during high school because of the courses (computer/electronics) they are taking? In light of the study Fhich I have
just completed,I believe. that, the first 8Xj?lanation is correct; the .
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Appendix '1.

relatively good financial conditions for Electrical engineers probably
explains most of the observed difference in time of final department
choice.
Students generally did not consider differences in starting or coop salary to be an important factor in their choice of department.

On-

3% of the CE students, 5% of the EE students, 11% of the Mechanical
students and 3% of those who were undecided considered s±arting salary

ly

to be more than slightly important.

The students DID know that Civil

Engineering did not have the highest starting salary - only

3% of the

students and NOT one student who intended to enter Civil believed that
Civil Engineering had the'highest starting salaries; those who were not
unsure believed

~bout

4:1 that CiviJ had the lowest starting salaries.

A few more students felt that tee gighest starting salaries were to be
found in EE than

~n

ME.

However, about half of the students were un-

sure which field had the highest salary.
Students found the relative numbers of job opportunities to be much
more important.

About

75% found the relative numbers of job oppor-

tunities in each field to be at least a "rather important" factor when
considering their choice of department.

17% of the Civils, 5% of the

7% of the Mechanicals and 6% of the Undecideds felt CE
had the most opportunities; 34% of the Civils, 61% of the Electricals,
24% of the ME students and 22% of the Undecidess felt EE had the most;
26% of the Civj 1.S, 11% of the EE students, 47% of the ME students felt
ME had the greatest number of opportunities. More than 50% of the students felt Civil had the fewest number of job opportunities (33% of the
CE students felt so) - and only 26 students felt either ME or EE had
Electricals,

the fewest number of opportunities.

Students were rather confident of

their ratings.
A slightly smaller number of students, about

60%, found job secu-

rity (risk of unemployment) to be at least a "rather important" factor when considering their choice of department.

Students tended to

feel their field was the most secure (Civil students to a lesser degree), although almost

45% were unsure which field was the most secure.

Most students (even Civil students) who ho.d a.n ic.;;a which field was least
secure, felt that CE was the least secure.
About

80% of the students found relative chances for advancement to

be at least a "relatively important" factor when making their choice
of department.

This is interesting because students also indicated
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high levels of uncertainty about which fields had the best
worst

(60%)

chances for

advancemett~

(40%)

and

Students may use numbers of job

opportunities as a proxy for this factor.
As expected, relative interest in each field was a vital factor
for students when making

choice~

of department; 88% of the Civils, d2%

of the EE students, 81% of the Mechanicals and 85% of those who were
undecided found that relative interest was a vital factor in their choice
of department.

As expected, students were most interested in the fields

they were in (5 EE or ME exceptions).
their interests.

Undecidess were evenly split in

What was most interesting were the fields students

were least interested in.

Overwhelmingly, those interested in CE were

not interested in EE and vice versa; 63% of the Civils were least interested in EE (19% unsure), and 62% of the electricals were least interested in CE (26% unsure).
split evenly-

~

Mechanical and Undecidetl students were

of the ME students and

interested in CE, and

~t%

of the undecideds were least

of the ME students and

undecided were least interested in EE.
the Electricals and

2~

2~

of those who were

Only 19% of the Civils,

13% of

13% of the Undecideds were least interested in ME.

Students did not find either relative course load or class size to
be important factors in ~heir' choices of departments.

Appendix
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These ?robabilities were obtained by solving for
n

'"

(1) P(C) ~~ P(MC;IC=D)P(IC=D)
where P(MC;IC=D) is the probability a student with individual characteristic D will enter Civil Engineering given the market conditions

Me

P(IC=D) is the probability a student will have characteristic D.
n

Note that ~ P WJ=D) = 1.

15=1

P(IC=D) can be arbitrarily controlled through various admissions policies - thus partially determining the probability a student will
choose Civil Engineering.

Appendix 4

High school grade inflation has been a serious problem for about
In 1969. province-wide exams in all grade 13 courses were
dropped. This left no common standard for comparison of students;
there are no admissions exams. As a result, many high schools inflated their students' grades--to get more of their students scholarships, to get more into universities, etc. This is a recognized
problem. The University of Waterloo now uses the following correction
factor:

10 years.

where-Gi is the corrected grade for the ith student
'-Ghiis the raw grade for the i th student from the hth high
school
:'lfdh is the average first year grade of a student from high
school h who enters engineering at the University of ~aterloo
Gh is the average high school grade of a student from high
school h who enters engineering at the University of \'Jaterloo
This measure is fine for the University of ';Jaterloo. Unfortunately,
their corrected factor. is biased downward in the later years. This
is because the engineering faculty has had grade deflation; the
quality of student has gone up faster than the grade. Therefore,
the correction factor used was:

(10)

HSGlj:;: HSij + (UhICGl+~,j - HSCGij) - (mrvoJCi+l,j - ~'JCGij) - Ii

where 'HSGi,j is the corrected grade of the jth county, i th year
HSij is the raw high school grade of the jth county, ith year
lJNCGi+l,j is the average county grade in first year engineering
HSCGij is the average high school grade for students from the
jth county in the ith year
J',J1dC = TJl.'!CG for Waterloo County
ACGij = HSCGij for Waterloo County
Ii is the percent of students in Waterloo County who had an
an average greater than 80;~ in year--the percent greater than
80% in 1969.
The assumption is made that grade inflation is constant within a county
board of education, but can vary from 'county to county. Since there is
considerable movement of teachers from school to school within the
county, and that county boards may, to some extent, set grading standards. this is not an unreasonable assumption. County grade was used
instead of high school grade because school sample sizes were not
large enough. The unfortunate feature of this correction factor is
that it limits the sample to students from Ontario whose county was
recorded of the SRF tapes.

Graduates

Graduates
working in field

9742
8138
7920

4277
4257
1739

Civil "Sngineers
Electrical Eng.
Mechanical Eng.

All engineers
working In field

TABLE 2
low first year
average

high first year
average

Year

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1969

165
154

106

116
126
139

220

174
250
239
207
192
164
107

137

137
160
170
198
124

TABLE J

1=7

very
high rank

high rank

medium rank

low rank

1976

Civil
Electrical
Mechanical

32
45
32

27
29
34

40
32
35

53
23
25

1977

Civil
Electrical
IVlechanical

21
39
37

36
23
37

33
30
34

48
44
40

TABLE 4
very high
Rank
Math
Ratio
Dummy

>80
)85.1
> .<)65
0

high

)62
/79.1
:> .865
1

medium

»45
772.1
~ 0.865
2

low

<45
4, 72.1
3
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Summary statistics
Civil-Electrical

Civil-Mechanical

Standard Deviation
SJD~

SJDR2:1
~lUSP

:lUSP2 :1

SDR
SDR2:1

-.2375
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.0308
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RANK
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RATIO
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TABLE S(cont.)

* significant at .01 level
** significant at .025 level
**** siinificant at .10 level
1. F for regression
2. individual t
J. standard error of B
4. elasticity at mean
5. elasticity a~ NJSP--l.0 (other variables at means)
6. elasticity at NJSP=-1.5
7. elasticity at NUSp=-.06

NTs P

T'A."RT? ~
_L

.:..J~

~

CIVIL-MECHA~ICAL

CIVIL-BL~CTRICAL

C

-2:-68
28.6Yl-l
R2= .73
,...

2.

v

-2:-99
~7 .17*
R =.76

;:tA'\TK

:-r9"b2

6.14*
075
-.058ft -: 2902-. 471§

RANK
.192
4.04*

SJDR2:1
.602
6.14*
098
-.04 4-.40 5-.66 6

.04~

4.

i4

-·77
20.00*
R2=.66

RA:'IK
.113
2.60*
.043

SJDR
·397
5.99*
.066
.0982 .23 .374

II
20

C
-.945
~8 .11 *
R =.68

RANK
.12
2·55*
.047
.10

SJDR2:1
·550
5.66*
.098
-.14-.34-.56

~

C
-1.77
14.20*
R2=.49

RANK
.113
2.66*
.043

C
-1.82
18.08*
R2=.59

RaNK

C
- 5:-01
23.50*
R2=.62

RANK
.214
4.78*
.045

C
-5:-43
~4.1 0*
R =.66

RANK
.209
4.66*
.045

C
-2:-90

RANK
.193
4.00*
.048

SAL2:1
.0039
.60
.0064

SJDR2:1
.524
3·17*
.165

RANK
.122
2. 55*-l:.0478

SAL2:1
.0042
.80
.0052

SJDR2:1
.507
4.40*
.115

5.

~7.55*

"=.77

6.

C
-:-792
~2.03*

R =.69

c

7.

-2:-71
~3.55*

R =.42

8 . .. ;C.
-2:-86
11.89*
R2=.45
C
1:-933

9.

~7.25*

R =.70
10.

Q.

- .15
18.63*
.69

RA~{K

-:23b

4.56*
.052

MATH
.072
1.48****
.049
RATIO
-.397
-4.28*
.094.21
Z

-.156
1.03
.151
(.02) 4,

NUSP
6:-riT
5.14*
1. 25
.,
-.10 4 -.26
l'mSP2:1
7.12
5.23*
1. 36
-.12 -.295

S}l.L2:1
.0094
2.33**
.004g
.054
:'lUSP
5:80

32

N

is

SJDR2:1
.629
6.00*
.105

.119
2.87*
.042

N

io

C

32

-.0'794
9. 65-:f.
R2=.40

v

~r

C

.996
3.95***
R2=
35
.
\

li
20

.

Q.

1. 52
15.44*
.64

4.94*
1. 35
-.036 -.24
NUSP2:1
8.06
5.61*
1.436
-.041 -.293

Civil-Mechanical

-1.'09
6.24*
R2=.25
,...

18

NUSP

6-:r:;b

Civil-Electrical

:T

35

SJDR
.431
3.76*
.115

If
20

N

4'0

l.J.. 28*

1.

Q.

:'T

4.38*
.045 3

.15
3.

SJDR

:4b'4

RANK
.103
2·31**
.045
IvlA'rH.

St.;L2:1
.013
2.79*
.004a
.087
~msp

-.0073
- .190
.039

5.35
4.38*
1. 22

RATIO
- .103
-.91
.11 fr
.06

SJDR
·322
2.68*
.120

~

-.220
1.48****
.148

SJDR2:1
.558
5.46*
.102

